ITEM # 2837

TIRE MAGIC
Magia Del Neumático

DESCRIPTION:

Brody Chemical’s Tire Magic beautifies and protects vinyl and rubber
surfaces inside and outside vehicles. The clear, odorless formula prevents any milky or cloudy appearance to haze or dull surfaces. Tire
Magic contains a special blend of silicones, conditioners and selected
solvents that penetrate deep to protect against cracking, drying out,
fading and hardening. Use regularly on tires, dashboards, seat, trim,
vinyl tops, luggage, sporting goods, boats and acrylic objects. Due
to the various types of finishes on leather, carefully test product on a
small, inconspicuous area before applying to entire surface.

DIRECTIONS:

Easy to use. Make sure surface is clean and dry. Apply Tire Magic
evenly to a cloth or sponge, then apply to the surface. Let Tire Magic
penetrate as you gently wipe to a deep, rich and lustrous shine. For
tires and exposed surfaces, we recommend additional applications
for maximum shine. Repeat as often as necessary.
NOTE: Avoid spilling Tire Magic on floors as it could make them
slippery. Avoid contact with fabrics or glass to prevent staining or
streaking.

CAUTIONS:

Can cause severe eye irritation or inflammation. Inhalation of spray
mists or vapors may cause respiratory tract irritation and/or mild
central nervous system depression characterized by headache,
dizziness, nausea or stupor. DO NOT swallow this product. Avoid
breathing vapors or spray mist. Brody advocates limiting exposure
to all chemical products. Wearing of tight-fitting natural rubber, nitrite,
neoprene or other resistant gloves. Use product in well ventilated
areas only, open window/doors and use exhaust fans in enclosed
spaces. Remove contaminated clothing promptly and DO NOT rewear until thoroughly cleaned. After handling wash hands thoroughly
with soap and water.
CONTAINS ODORLESS ALIPHATIC NAPHTHA
COMBUSTIBLE VAPOR.
HARMFUL OR FATAL IF SWALLOWED.
FOR INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL USE ONLY.
NOT FOR HOUSEHOLD USE OR RESALE.
PRECAUTION: AL USARIO: Si usted ne lee Ingles, no use este
producto, hasta que la etiqueta le haya sido explicada ampliamente.
TO THE USER: If you cannot read English, do not use this product
until this label has been fully explained to you.

